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Abstrat. The single-pion prodution reations pp → dπ+
, pp → npπ+

and pp → ppπ0
were measured at a

beam momentum of 0.95 GeV/ (Tp ≈ 400 MeV) using the short version of the COSY-TOF spetrometer.

The entral alorimeter provided partile identi�ation, energy determination and neutron detetion in

addition to time-of-�ight and angle measurements from other detetor parts. Thus all pion prodution

hannels were reorded with 1-4 overonstraints. The main emphasis is put on the presentation and disus-

sion of the npπ+
hannel, sine the results on the other hannels have already been published previously.

The total and di�erential ross setions obtained are ompared to theoretial alulations. In ontrast to

the ppπ0
hannel we observe in the npπ+

hannel a strong in�uene of the ∆ exitation. In partiular the

pion angular distribution exhibits a (3 cos2Θ + 1) dependene, typial for a pure s-hannel ∆ exitation

and idential to that observed in the dπ+
hannel. Sine the latter is understood by a s-hannel resonane

in the

1D2 pn partial wave, we disuss an analogous senario for the pnπ+
hannel.

PACS. 13.75.Cs � 14.20.Gk � 14.20.Pt � 25.10.+s � 25.40.Ep

1 Introdution

Single-pion prodution in the ollision between two nu-

leons is thought to be the simplest inelasti proess be-

tween two baryons, nevertheless its understanding is still

far from being satisfatory - both from the theoretial

and the experimental point of view. In a reent publi-

ation [1℄ � in the following denoted by (I) � we have

presented the �rst kinematially omplete measurement

for the pp → ppπ0
hannel at a beam momentum of 0.95

GeV/ (orresponding to Tp =397 MeV). Although ∆ pro-

dution in a relative s-wave is prohibited in this reation

hannel, we have seen that the angular distributions indi-

a
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ate the presene of signi�ant ∆ prodution in a relative

p-wave already lose to threshold.

In this work we present our results for the pp → pnπ+

hannel at the same inident energy. We will show that

here, where ∆ prodution in relative s-wave is allowed,

indeed this prodution proess is overwhelmingly domi-

nant and haraterizes the di�erential observables in this

hannel.

The reation of interest here has been investigated in

the near-threshold region already previously by a series of

measurements at JINR [2℄, KEK [3,4℄, TRIUMF [5℄, CEL-

SIUS [6℄ and notably at IUCF [7,8,9,10℄, sine there ex-

periments have been arried out both with polarized beam

and target. In these measurements very lose to threshold

it was already noted [7℄ that at beam energies of Tp =

320 MeV, i.e. only 20 MeV above threshold, an onset of

the ∆ exitation is seen in the pion angular distribution.
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Fig. 1. Graphs used for the theoretial alulations. Top: t-

hannel approah (PWIA, diret part only), bottom: s-hannel

approah.

The latter hanges from isotropi at energies below 300

MeV to anisotropi at 320 MeV suggesting there a 30 -

40 % ontribution of the ∆ exitation. In the TRIUMF

measurements, whih were performed at beam energies of

Tp = 420 and 500 MeV, it was notied that at these en-

ergies the pion angular distributions of pp → dπ+
and

pp → pnπ+
reations are not only very similar, but also

very lose to the angular distribution expeted from a pure

∆ exitation. In terms of partial waves this means a pre-

dominane of the

1D2 pp partial wave at these energies

as is in fat the outome of the SAID [11℄ partial wave

analysis for the pp → dπ+
reation. Hene after presen-

tation and disussion of our data we will onfront them

with theoretial t-hannel alulations (Fig.1 , top) as well

as with s-hannel alulations (Fig. 1, bottom). The lat-

ter aount for the striking

1D2 partial wave dominane

and assume for simpliity that all other partial waves give

negligible ontributions. In both ases an exitation of the

∆ resonane is assumed.

2 Experiment

2.1 Detetor setup

Sine the experimental setup has been disussed in detail

already in (I), we give here only a short aount. The mea-

surements have been arried out at the Jülih Cooler Syn-

hrotron COSY using the time-of-�ight spetrometer TOF

at one of its external beam lines. At the entrane of the de-

tetor system the beam - ollimated to a diameter smaller

than 2 mm - hits the LH2 target, whih has a length of

4 mm, a diameter of 6 mm and 0.9 µm thik hostaphan

foils as entrane and exit windows. At a distane of 22

mm downstream of the target the two layers of the start

detetor (eah onsisting of 1 mm thik sintillators ut

into 12 wedge-shaped setors) were plaed followed by a

two-plane �ber hodosope (96 x 96 �bers, 2 mm thik

eah ) at a distane of 165 mm from target. Whereas the

start detetor mainly supplies the start time signals for the

time-of-�ight (TOF) measurements, the �ber hodosope

primarily provides a good angular resolution for the de-

teted partile traks. In its entral part the TOF-stop

detetor system onsists of the so-alled Quirl, a 3-layer

sintillator system 1081 mm downstream of the target �

and in its peripheral part of the so-alled Ring, also a 3-

layer sintillator system built in a design analogous to the

Quirl, however, with inner and outer radii of 560 and 1540

mm, respetively. Finally behind the Quirl a alorimeter

was installed for identi�ation of harged partiles and of

neutrons as well as for measuring the energy of harged

partiles. The alorimeter onsists of 84 hexagon-shaped

sintillator bloks of length 450 mm, whih su�es to stop

deuterons, protons and pions of energies up to 400, 300

and 160 MeV, respetively. The energy alibration of the

alorimeter was performed by deteting osmi muons.

2.2 Partile identi�ation and event reonstrution

In the experiment the trigger required two hits in the Quirl

and/or Ring assoiated with two hits in the start dete-

tor. Traks of harged partiles are reonstruted from

straight-line �ts to the hit detetor elements. They are

aepted as good traks, if they originate in the target

and have a hit in eah detetor element the trak passes

through. In this way the angular resolution is better than

1

◦
both in azimuthal and in polar angles. If there is an

isolated hit in the alorimeter with no assoiated hits in

the preeding detetor elements, then this hit quali�es as

a neutron andidate (further riteria will be disussed be-

low). In this ase the angular resolution of the neutron

trak is given by the size of the hit alorimeter blok, i.e.

by 7 - 8

◦
. By onstrution of the alorimeter a partile

will hit one or more alorimeter bloks. The number of

bloks hit by a partiular partile is given by the trak

reonstrution. The total energy deposited by this parti-

le in the alorimeter is then just the (alibrated) sum of

energies deposited in all bloks belonging to the partiular

trak.

In order to have maximum angular overage by the

detetor elements and to minimize the fration of harged

pions deaying in �ight before reahing the stop dete-

tors, the short version of the TOF spetrometer was used.

In this way a total polar angle overage of 3

◦ ≤ Θlab ≤

49

◦
was ahieved with the entral alorimeter overing the

region 3

◦ ≤ Θlab ≤ 28

◦
. For fast partiles the energy res-

olution of the alorimeter amounting to 4% is superior to

that from time-of-�ight measurements due to the short

path length. However, the time-of-�ight resolution is still

muh better than the ∆E resolution of the Quirl elements.

Hene, for partile identi�ation, instead of plotting ∆E
versus Ecal, the unorreted partile energy deposited in

the alorimeter, we utilize the relation ∆E ∼ (z/β)2 with
the partile harge z = 1 and plot 1/β2

versus Ecal, where

the partile veloity β = v/c is derived from the time-of-

�ight measurement.

By identifying and reonstruting the two harged traks

of an event the exit hannels dπ+
, npπ+

and ppπ0
an be

separated. Kinematially the maximum possible labora-

tory (lab) polar angles are ≈ 9◦ for deuterons and ≈ 32◦

for protons (and neutrons). Hene 86% of the angular ov-

erage for protons and neutrons from single pion produ-
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tion are within the angular aeptane of the alorimeter.

For harged pions the angular overage has been muh

lower with this setup, sine kinematially they an ex-

tend up to Θlab = 180

◦
. Hene within the angular over-

age of Quirl and Ring the angular aeptane for π+
has

been ≈40% only. Nevertheless most of the phase spae

part neessary for a full overage of the physis in sin-

gle pion prodution has been overed (see below) by these

measurements due to the irumstane that the enter-

of-mass (m) angular distributions have to be symmetri

about 90

◦
beause of idential ollision partners in the

inident hannel.

2.3 Seletion of the npπ+
hannel

The npπ+
hannel is seleted by identifying proton and

pion in the alorimeter or only the proton in the alorime-

ter, when the seond harged trak is in the Ring. In ad-

dition, the missing pπ mass MMpπ has to meet the on-

dition 900 MeV/c2 ≤ MMpπ ≤ 980 MeV/c2
. Also to

suppress bakground from the dπ+
hannel - in partiu-

lar when the deuteron breaks up and appears as a proton

in the alorimeter - the pπ+
trak is required to be non-

oplanar.To this end we determine the variable ∆Φ, whih
is de�ned as the projetion of the opening angle between

two traks onto the plane normal to the beam vetor. That

way we have always ∆Φ ≤ 180◦. The aording histogram
is displayed in Fig.2. We see that pπ+

events stemming

from deuteron breakup give rise to a large peak near 180◦.
In order to get rid of these events we introdue the on-

straint ∆Φ < 160◦. From Fig. 2 we see that in priniple

a ut ∆Φ < 170◦ would already be su�ient to eliminate

this bakground. However, in order to be on the safe side

and to have no pereptible tails from the pp → dπ+
rea-

tion in the �nal data sample, we used the more rigorous

onstraint. From Fig. 2 we see that this onstraint does

not ut away signi�ant piees of physis information

1

.

Any extrapolation into the ut region, be it by model or

by phase spae, will introdue unertainties on the level

of less than two perent.

Aside from this physis bakground due to deuteron

breakup we do not �nd any sizable bakground in the

�nal data sample, as has been heked by ontrol mea-

surements, where the target ell was empty.

Further on, the neutron 4-momentum is reonstruted

from the 4-momenta of proton and pion and it is heked,

whether a alorimeter blok in the orresponding (Θ, Φ)
region reorded a hit without any additional entries reorded

in the preeding detetor elements of the Quirl. If these

onditions are met, a neutron trak is assumed. That way

Θn and Φn are determined by the loation of this alorime-

ter blok. By this method we obtain a neutron detetion

e�ieny of 36 %. Thus having only the neutron energy

undetermined experimentally we end up with 3 kinemati

1

we note that the data sample with the ut ∆Φ < 170◦

leads to results, whih are pratially indistinguishable from

those shown here

πp
φ∆

0 50 100 150

b
]

µ
 [ π

pφ∆
 /dσd

0

5

10

15

20

Fig. 2. Distribution of the planarity angle ∆φ de�ned in the

enter-of-mass system for the pp → pnπ+
reation. Data of this

work are shown by full irles and phase spae by the shaded

area. Solid and dashed lines denote s-hannel and t-hannel

alulations, respetively, as disussed in the text. For ease

of omparison the alulations have been normalized to the

experimental total ross setion. The onstraint ∆Φ < 160◦

for the elimination of events stemming from deuteron breakup

is indiated by the vertial dash-dotted line.

overonstraints for this hannel. Corresponding kinemati

�ts were applied.

The luminosity of the experiment was determined from

the analysis of pp elasti sattering, see (I). All data have

been e�ieny orreted by MC simulations of the de-

tetor setup by using the CERN GEANT3 [12℄ detetor

simulation pakage, whih aounts both for eletromag-

neti and hadroni interations of the ejetiles with the

detetor materials.

2.4 Unertainties

The �nal data sample ontains about 80000 good events,

i.e. the statistial errors are on the perent level and hene

of minor importane in omparison with systematial un-

ertainties. One soure of systemati errors are beam align-

ment and quality. The requirement that the beam has to

pass a 2 mm ollimator without signi�ant halo assures

good alignment and quality of the beam. The alignment

is also veri�ed by the fat that the angular distributions

in the overall enter-of-mass system have to be symmetri

about 90

◦
, see next setion. In addition polarized beam

measurements with the idential detetor setup used here

also give no hint for notieable misalignments [13℄.

A muh more severe soure for systemati unertain-

ties onerns the aeptane and e�ieny orretions of
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the data. As disussed above the detetor overs the om-

plete momentum range , however, not the omplete angu-

lar range of the reation of interest. This means, that the

aeptane orretion has to rely on extrapolations into

unmeasured angular regions. From the Dalitz plots dis-

played in Fig. 4 we see that � aording to all we know

from this reation � these unmeasured regions are the ones

with the lowest ross setion. Hene systemati errors in-

trodued by these extrapolations ought to be of minor im-

portane. To quantify this statement we ompare the data

resulting from orretions with MC simulations, whih are

based either on pure phase spae or alternatively on a

model desription of the pp → npπ+
reation. A model,

whih is trimmed to desribe all essential features of the

data, is the appropriate tool for a reliable aeptane and

e�ieny orretion by a MC simulation, whih passes the

ejetiles from the reation of interest through the virtual

detetor. It has the potential of providing a selfonsistent

proedure for these orretions. Contrary to this the pure

phase spae desription of the reation is � as we easily

an see from the experimental results displayed in Figs. 2 -

6 � inadequate though onvenient. It may serve, however,

as a very onservative estimate of the systemati uner-

tainties due to the aeptane and e�ieny orretions.

As examples we display in Fig. 3 our data for the invari-

ant pn mass Mpn and for the pion angular distribution in

the enter-of-mass system σ(ΘCM
π ) evaluated (properly)

by use of a model, whih �ts the �nal data (solid irles),

and alternatively by use of pure phase spae (open irles),

respetively. The use of the latter for the extrapolation

into unmeasured regions brings the data, of ourse, some-

what loser to the phase spae preditions. However, de-

spite the fat that phase spae and model preditions are

vastly di�erent, the e�et of the inadequate phase spae

orretion on the data is still very moderate. A realisti

upper limit for systemati unertainties due to aeptane

and e�ieny orretion will be muh smaller than the

di�erenes between open and solid irles in Fig. 3. As a

realisti estimate for this kind of systemati unertainties

we onlude that they are within the size of the symbols,

whih are used in Figs. 2 - 6 for displaying our experi-

mental results. We note that the use of either t-hannel

or s-hannel alulations in the MC simulations does not

lead to any notieable di�erenes in the aeptane and

e�ieny orreted data.

3 Results

Due to the identity of the ollision partners in the entrane

hannel the angular distributions in the overall enter-of-

mass system have to be symmetri about 90

◦
, i.e. the full

information about the reation hannels is ontained al-

ready in the interval 0◦ ≤ Θcm ≤ 90◦. Deviations from this

symmetry in the data indiate systemati unertainties in

the measurements. Hene we plot - where appropriate -

the full angular range, in order to show the absene of

major systemati errors in our measurement.

The total ross setion of 0.47(2) mb for the pp →

pnπ+
reation at Tp = 400MeV has already been given
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1880 1900 1920

)]2
b

/(
M
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/c

µ [
p

n
 /d

M
σd

0
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b
/s

r]
µ [

Ω
 /dσd
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Fig. 3. Di�erential ross setions in dependene on the in-

variant mass Mpn (left) and the pion sattering angle ΘCM
π

(right) in the enter-of-mass system for the pp → pnπ+
re-

ation. The full irles show our data properly orreted by

a self-onsistent MC simulation, i.e. using a reation model,

whih is in agreement with the �nal data. The open irles

derive from MC simulations using just pure phase spae. The

phase spae distributions for the di�erential spetra are shown

by the shaded area. Solid and dashed lines in the right �gure

show Legendre �ts to the �lled and open irles yielding a2 =

0.96(2) and =0.79(2), respetively.

in (I). It is roughly a fator of two smaller than that for

the pp → dπ+
hannel and �ve times larger than that

for the pp → ppπ0
hannel, see Table 1 in (I). For the

omparison with data at neighbouring energies [14,3,5,8℄

see disussion in the next setion.

Di�erential distributions are shown in Figs. 3 - 6. Sine

a 3-body system in the �nal state has �ve independent

variables, we hoose to present the three invariant mass

spetra Mpn, Mpπ+
and Mnπ+

as well as the proton and

pion angular distributions in the overall enter-of-mass

system (ms). Beause of the limited aeptane for pi-

ons only the angular range 0◦ < Θcm
π ≤ 90◦ is overed.

However, as pointed out above, due to the required 90

◦

symmetry of the angular distributions the full informa-

tion is ontained in the data.

In ontrast to the ppπ0
hannel the Dalitz plots for

the pnπ+
hannel are far from being �at � see Fig.4. This

is also borne out in the projetions, the invariant mass

spetra Mpπ+ and Mnπ+ (see Fig. 5, top), whih peak at

the highest kinematially available masses. In ontrast to

these the Mpn spetrum (Fig. 5, bottom) peaks at the

lowest masses. Note that the high-mass enhanement is

similar in both Mpπ+
and Mnπ+

spetra. This is in agree-

ment with the trend observed in bubble hamber data at

Tp = 432 MeV [4℄.

Whereas the proton angular distribution is lose to

�at, the pion angular distribution is strongly anisotropi.

It is �tted very well by a pure (3cos2Θcm
π+ +1) distribution

(solid line in Fig.3, right).

Our results are in good agreement with the results

from PROMICE/WASA [6℄, whih are the only other un-

polarized data available at Tp ≈ 400 MeV. Note, however,

that those measurements were arried out in a very limited

phase spae region only. E.g., the pion angular distribu-

tion was only measured for cos(Θcm
π+ ) ≥ 0.79.
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Fig. 4. Dalitz plots for the invariant mass ombinations M2

pπ+

versus M2
pn (left) and M2

pπ+ versus M2

nπ+ (right) as obtained

for the pp → pnπ+
reation: data are shown on top and the MC

s-hannel alulation (see text) at the bottom. Note that the

plots for the data are e�ieny but not aeptane orreted.

The tiny deviations from the ellipti irumferene at the upper

orners are due to the exluded beam-hole region.
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masses Mpn, Mpπ+ and Mnπ+ for the pp → pnπ+
reation.

Data of this work are shown by full irles and phase spae by

the shaded area. Solid and dashed lines denote s-hannel and

t-hannel alulations, respetively, as disussed in the text.

For ease of omparison the alulations have been normalized

to the experimental total ross setion.
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Fig. 6. Angular distributions of protons (left) and pions (right)

in the enter-of-mass system for the pp → pnπ+
reation. Data

of this work are shown by full irles, WASA/PROMICE re-

sults [6℄ by open irles (renormalized to σtot of this work) and

phase spae by the shaded area. Solid and dashed lines denote

s-hannel and t-hannel alulations, respetively, as disussed

in the text. For ease of omparison the alulations have been

normalized to the experimental total ross setion. Given are

also the Legendre oe�ients a2 from a Legendre �t aording

to eq. 2 in (I) tgether with statistial errors.
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Fig. 7. Di�erential ross setions in dependene on invariant

masses Mpp (left) and Mpπ0 (right) for the pp → ppπ0
reation

(from (I)). Phase spae is shown by the shaded area. For the

explanation of the urves see (I).

4 Disussion of Results

4.1 Comparison with the ppπ0
hannel

For the omparison of pnπ+
and ppπ0

hannels we show

one more results in Figs. 7 and 8, whih we obtained

previously for the ppπ0
hannel, see (I).

The proton angular distributions both in pnπ+
and

ppπ0
hannels are lose to isotropi (see Figs. 6 and 8, left).

They nevertheless show a tendeny of opposite urvature,

whih just may be some re�etion of the very di�erent

pion angular distributions in both hannels. At these low

energies the pion angular distributions are desribed on-

veniently by the Legendre ansatz

σ(Θcm
π0 ) ∼ 1 + a2 ∗ (3cos2θcm

π0 − 1)/2,
where the parameter a2 is �tted to the data. This

ansatz has also been used in (I) for the analysis of the

ppπ0
hannel � see eq. 2 in (I). Other notations related to

our a2 parameter are as follows: in the notation of Ref.

[5℄, Table III we have a2 = A2/A0, in the notation of Ref.
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Fig. 8. Angular distributions of protons (left) and pions (right)

in the enter-of-mass system for the pp → ppπ0
reation (from

(I)). The solid urves represent Legendre �ts, see (I).

[8℄, Table V we have a2 = B/A and in the notation of Ref.

[10℄, Table II we have a2 = 2 ∗ b00 (sine a00 = 1 there).

For the pion angular distribution in ase of ppπ0
we

�nd a slightly onave shape (Fig. 8, right; a2 = -0.12),

whereas we get a strongly onvex shape in ase of the

pnπ+
hannel (Fig. 6, right; a2 = +0.96(2)).

A striking di�erene to the ppπ0
hannel is the dom-

inane of the ∆ exitation in the pnπ+
hannel. In the

ppπ0
hannel ∆ prodution in a s-wave relative to the a-

ompanying nuleon is prohibited by quantum numbers.

However, as demonstrated in (I), the ∆ prodution in rela-

tive p-wave is allowed and indeed ontributes signi�antly

to this hannel already lose to threshold.

The signature of ∆ prodution in the pnπ+
hannel

is seen in all di�erential observables shown in Figs. 3 - 6.

The Mpn spetrum (Fig. 5, bottom) is markedly di�erent

from the Mpp spetrum in the ppπ0
hannel (Fig. 7, left).

Though the pn �nal state interation (FSI) is somewhat

larger than the pp FSI, it annot aount for the huge

di�erene between both spetra at low masses. It rather

is a re�etion from the omplementary spetra Mpπ+
and

Mnπ+
, whih peak just at the highest available masses

(Fig. 5, top) in ontrast to the more phase-spae like Mpπ0

spetrum observed in the ppπ0
hannel (Fig. 7, right). The

high-mass enhanement in turn is most likely assoiated

with ∆ exitation.

4.2 Pion angular distribution

The most striking feature in our pnπ+
data at Tp = 400

MeV is the (3 cos2Θcm
π+ +1) dependene of the pion angular

distribution. It is exatly this dependene, whih is seen

in πN sattering in the ∆ resonane region and whih is

also observed in the pp → dπ+
reation over a large range

of inident energies. We note that also the pion angular

distributions at Tp = 420 and 500 MeV, dedued from

inlusive measurements of the pp → pnπ+
reation in Ref.

[5℄ are basially in aord with this dependene.

We also note in passing, that in ontrast to the sit-

uation in the ppπ0
hannel, where we observe a strong

dependene of the pion angular distribution on the rel-

ative momentum q between the two nuleons in the exit

hannel, we do not �nd suh a behavior here. The pion an-

gular distributions stay essentially the same for di�erent

q-regions. This again is in support of a single dominant

mehanism proeeding via a single partial wave.

Whereas we �nd good agreement in the anisotropy of

the pion angular distribution with the ones measured at

TRIUMF at Tp = 420 and 500 MeV [5℄, we fae a pro-

found disrepany with IUCF results [10℄. There kinemat-

ially omplete measurements with both polarized beam

and target are presented for Tp = 325, 350, 375 and 400

MeV together with Legendre polynomial �ts, whih repro-

due the measured angular distributions of the polariza-

tion observables. In Table II of Ref. [10℄ the oe�ients

resulting from these �ts are listed. This list also ontains

the anisotropy parameter b00 = a2/2 for the unpolarized

di�erential ross setion σ(ΘCM
π ). Sine that paper on-

entrates on the polarization observables, it does not di-

uss the unpolarized σ(ΘCM
π ) data in any detail. It is just

noted that these have been dedued from p + n oini-

denes. As a result of their Legendre analysis they obtain

a2 = 0.39 (9) for Tp = 400 MeV, a value, whih is less than

half of our value. The di�erene amounts to six standard

deviations. We fae here perhaps a similar problem as dis-

ussed in (I) for the situation of the experimental data

with the reation pp → ppπ0
at the same beam energy

of Tp = 400 MeV. There also a large disrepany exists

between the asymmetry parameter a2 found in the IUCF

analysis and the one we found at COSY-TOF. Our result

has meanwhile been on�rmed by CELSIUS/WASA data

[15℄. In both these works it has been shown that previous

results � like the one obtained at PROMICE/WASA [16℄

� su�ered from insu�ient phase spae overage ombined

with inappropriate extrapolations into the unmeasured re-

gions.

We note the following surprising trend in the results of

the IUCF analyses onerning the a2 parameter. In agree-

ment with previous IUCF work very lose to threshold [8℄,

where a strong inrease in the a2 value with energy is ob-

served (a2 = 0, 0.12 and 0.31 at Tp = 294, 299 and 319

MeV, respetively), a value of a2 = 0.34(7) at Tp = 325

MeV is reported in Ref. [10℄, Table II. This inrease just

re�ets the inreasing importane of the ∆ exitation in

the pp → npπ+
reation. However, above Tp = 325 MeV

Ref. [10℄(see again Table II) �nds that the a2 parameter

no longer inreases, but rather saturates at a value of 0.39.

This implies that the ∆ ontribution also suddenly satu-

rates despite the fat the ∆ pole is still far from being

reahed at these energies. Also the Jülih model alula-

tions [17℄, whih are used in Ref. [10℄ for omparison with

the polarization data predit a strongly inreasing impor-

tane of the ∆ exitation at these beam energies � as also

expeted intuitively.

In Ref. [10℄ the disrepany between their 400 MeV re-

sult and the TRIUMF data at Tp = 420 MeV [5℄ was not

disussed. The TRIUMF measurements were performed

as a single-arm experiment with a magneti spetrometer,

whih measures a 3-body reation only inlusively. Suh

measurements are known to be very reliable for the de-

termination of single-partile angular distributions, sine
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exatly the same detetor is used for the partile detetion

at all angles minimizing thus the problem of aeptane

and e�ieny orretions.

To summarize the disussion about a2 we fae a severe

disrepany between the IUCF and COSY-TOF results at

Tp = 400 MeV for both the pp → ppπ0
reation and the

pp → npπ+
reation. However, there is good agreement of

our result for the �rst reation with the orresponding one

from CELSIUS/WASA and for the seond reation with

the one obtained at TRIUMF. We �nally note that the

unertainty of a2 quoted in Fig.6 only inludes the statis-

tial unertainties of the data. If we inlude an estimate

on systemati unertainties (as disussed above in the se-

tion 2.4), we end up with an estimated total unertainty

of ∆a2 ≈ 0.08.

The lose similarity in the angular distributions of dπ+

and pnπ+
hannels is in agreement with the preditions

of Fäldt and Wilkin [18℄, aording to whih the meson

angular distributions oinide losely in bound state and

breakup hannels near threshold.

The (3 cos2Θcm
π+ + 1) dependene in the pp → dπ+

re-

ation is due to the

1D2 partial wave in the inident pp
hannel ombined with the onstraint of a p-wave pion rel-

ative to the deuteron in the exit hannel. As known from

phase shift analyses of this reation [11,19℄ this

1D2P par-

tial wave dominates the pp → dπ+
reation basially from

threshold up to Tp ≈ 900 MeV. It is responsible for the

resonane-like energy dependene of the total ross se-

tion and performs a perfet looping in the Argand dia-

gram [11℄. Thus this partial wave possesses all features to

qualify for a s-hannel resonane with I(JP ) = 1(2+) in
the inident pp hannel, the �nal dπ+

hannel and the in-

termediate N∆ hannel � see also disussion in Ref. [27℄.

From the total ross setion of the

1D2P partial wave in

the pp → dπ+
reation [11℄ we see that the resonane en-

ergy is some 60 MeV below the nominal N∆ threshold,

whereas the resonane width of ≈ 110 MeV orresponds

to that of the ∆ resonane.

The experimental observation that up to Tp = 500MeV

essentially a (3 cos2Θcm
π+ + 1) dependene is observed also

in the pp → pnπ+
reation points to the predominane

of the

1D2P partial wave in this reation, too, as was

already noted in Ref. [5℄. From this also follows that the

pn system at these energies is preferably in the deuteron-

like quantum state I(JP ) = 0(1+).

4.3 Total ross setion

The energy dependene of the total ross setions for the

pp → dπ+
and pp → npπ+

hannels is displayed in Fig. 9.

For the pp → pnπ+
hannel at Tp = 400 MeV there are no

experimental data to ompare with. However, our result

�ts well to the trend given by the experimental results

[14,3,5,8℄ at neighbouring energies. In order to disuss in

the next setion the energy dependene in some broader

ontext with regard to the dominane of the

1D2 partial

wave, we plot in Fig.9 the energy range from threshold up

to Tp = 1.5 GeV, i.e. over the full region of ∆ exitation.
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Fig. 9. Energy dependene of total ross setions for the rea-

tions pp → dπ+
(squares) and pp → pnπ+

(irles). The �lled

symbols denote results of this work, open symbols are from [14,

3,8℄. Dash-dotted and dashed lines represent s-hannel alu-

lations for dπ+
and pnπ+

hannels, respetively, normalized to

the data at Tp = 400 MeV. The t-hannel alulation for the

pnπ+
hannel is given by the dotted line and normalized to the

data at Tp ≥ 1 GeV, where it is known to provide a reasonable

desription. The solid urve denoted by s + t is the inoherent

sum of both proesses for the pp → pnπ+
hannel.

4.4 Comparison to t- and s-hannel alulations

Finally we onfront the data with simple theoretial alu-

lations aording to the graphs depited in Fig. 1. In this

experimental paper it is not our aim to ompare our data

with omplex alulations, whih are beyond the sope of

this work. We rather want to use these alulations in or-

der extrat the main physis message residing in the data.

Sine we have seen in the disussion above that ∆ exi-

tation and deay is the dominant reation mehanism and

1D2 is by far the dominant partial wave at least in the

energy region Tp = 400 - 500 MeV, we expliitly neglet

any non-resonant terms in the reation proess.

We start with a (properly antisymmetrized) t-hannel

approah in �rst-order impulse approximation, whih is

known to provide reasonable results for the angular dis-

tributions at energies Tp ≥ 1 GeV [20,21,22,23,24℄. For

our energy we show suh a t-hannel alulation by the

dashed lines in Figs. 2, 3, 5 and 6. We see that the pion

angular distribution is not reprodued orretly. The rea-

son for this failure is simple. Sine in this approah the ∆ is

exited by pion exhange between the two olliding nule-

ons, the referene axis for the pion deay of the exited ∆
resonane is the momentum transfer q and not the beam

axis. Note that the latter, however, is the referene axis
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Fig. 10. Energy dependene of total ross setions as alu-

lated with our s-hannel approah for the pp → dπ+
(dash-

dotted) and pp → pnπ+
(dashed ureve) reations, normalized

to the data points from this experiment at Tp = 400 MeV (�lled

square and irle, respetively; see also Fig. 9). For omparison

the short dash-dotted and dotted lines give the SAID [11℄ so-

lutions SP07 and SP40, respetively, for the

1D2 partial wave

in the npπ+
hannel (see text) , whereas the solid urve shows

the SAID solution SP93 for the

1D2 partial wave in the dπ+

hannel.

for angles in the enter-of-mass frame. Sine the momen-

tum transfer varies in dependene of the nuleon satter-

ing angles, whih are integrated over in the pion angular

distribution, the alulated intrinsi (3 cos2Θq

π+ + 1) de-
pendene in the t-hannel approah appears to be smeared

out in the ms pion angular distribution.

In order to establish the beam diretion as the appro-

priate referene axis for the pion angular distribution in

the alulation one either has to reiterate the pion ex-

hanges and sum them up to in�nity or simply make a

s-hannel ansatz. The latter is easily made by a Breit-

Wigner ansatz for the

1D2 resonane (Fig. 1, bottom),

whih dissoiates into a N∆ system in relative s-wave fol-

lowed by the deay of the ∆ resonane. This grants the

observed (3 cos2Θcm
π+ +1) dependene for the pions as well

as the desired shape of the invariant mass spetra. To sim-

ulate the pp → dπ+
reation within this ansatz we impose

the Hulthen wave funtion as ondition for the Fermi mo-

mentum between proton and neutron. For the pp → pnπ+

reation we impose a FSI interation of Migdal-Watson

type [25,26℄ on the pn system. These alulations (nor-

malized to our results for the total ross setions at Tp =

400 MeV) are shown by the Dalitz plots in Fig. 4, bottom

and by the solid lines in Figs. 2,3, 5 and 6. They give a

good aount of the di�erential distributions both for the

invariant masses and for the partile emission angles.

Mass (2.07 GeV) and width (160 MeV) of the I(JP ) =
1(2+) resonane in this s-hannel ansatz have been hosen

to reprodue the energy dependene of the total ross se-

tion of the pp → dπ+
reation in the region of the

1D2P
dominane, i.e. up to Tp ≈ 700 MeV. That way we simulta-

neously get a good desription for the energy dependene

of the total ross setion for the pp → pnπ+
reation up to

Tp ≈ 600 MeV. If ombined with the amplitude of the t-

hannel approah we even obtain a reasonable desription

of the total ross setions up to the GeV region (Fig. 9).

Finally we ompare in Fig. 10 our simple s-hannel

alulations for the

1D2 partial wave in the npπ+
hannel

to the results of SAID [11℄ partial wave analyses of NN
sattering and pp → dπ+

reation. The imaginary part of

the

1D2 partial wave, whih is obtained from the analysis

of elasti NN sattering, gives rise to the total inelasti

ross setion σinel(
1D2) for the

1D2 partial wave, whih

in turn is given by the sum of the pion-prodution ross

setions in this partial wave. Sine in the pp → ppπ0
rea-

tion the

1D2 partial wave is highly suppressed due to the

suppression of the ∆ exitation, we have in good approx-

imation

σpp→npπ+(1D2) ≈ σinel(
1D2) − σpp→dπ+(1D2)

The thus derived results are shown in Fig. 10 for the

SAID solutions SP07 and SP40 from NN sattering anal-

yses together with the SAID solution SP93 for the

1D2

partial wave in the dπ+
hannel. We see that our s-hannel

ansatz overpredits the

1D2 part of the pp → dπ+
ross

setion at higher energies as expeted, sine we have as-

sumed for simpliity that only this partial wave ontributes.

For the npπ+
hannel the SP07 solution underpredits

the ross setion in the near-threshold region strongly,

whereas the SP40 solution, whih is made for the region

Tp ≤ 400 MeV, provides a proper energy dependene, how-

ever, is in the absolute sale substantially above the data

and the s-hannel alulation in this energy region. At

higher energies up to 800 MeV our alulation is essen-

tially between both solutions. This omparison with the

SAID solutions for the

1D2 partial wave shows that our

simple model desription is not in severe ontradition to

the SAID results, where the large spread between both

solutions points to still substantial ambiguities in the NN
partial wave analyses onerning the imaginary parts of

partial waves.

5 Summary

We have presented measurements of the pp → pnπ+
re-

ation at Tp ≈ 400 MeV. In this energy region they are

the �rst exlusive ones of solid statistis to over most

of the reation phase spae. The di�erential distributions

are haraterized by the overwhelming dominane of the

∆ exitation. The pion angular distribution oinides with

that observed in the pp → dπ+
hannel, whih in turn is

dominated by the resonating

1D2P partial wave. From

this oinidene we onlude that also the pnπ+
hannel
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is dominated by the same s-hannel resonane in the near-

threshold region. The orrelation between boundstate and

breakup hannels is in aordane with the preditions by

Fäldt and Wilkin [18℄.
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